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Figure 16.1 Mitral annular and LV basal dimensions for hearts H1-H6. 
LVP=left ventricular pressure (mmHg). Valve opening and closing at filled LVP 
symbols. See text. 
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The mitral leaflets hinges define the mitral annulus, thus changes in mitral annular dimensions impact 
leaflet opening, closing, and coaptation. At least six forces influence mitral annular dimensions, including 
left ventricular pressure, left atrial pressure, left heart blood flow, left atrial contraction, left ventricular 
contraction, and mitral chordae. In this chapter we postulate a working hypothesis concerning the 
impact of these forces on mitral annular dimensions throughout the cardiac cycle.  
 
We begin by comparing, in 
Figure 16.1, the mitral annular 
septal-lateral dimension 
(distance between markers 
#22 and #18 (2218SLA) with 
the septal-lateral left 
ventricular basal dimension 
(distance between markers 
#07 and #13 (0713SLLV) for 
the six hearts (H1-H6). In 
Figure 16.1 we also compare 
the commissure-commissure 
dimension of the mitral 
annulus (the distance 
between markers #16 and #20 
(1620CCA) and the anterior-
posterior dimension of the left 
ventricle (the distance 
between markers #04 and 
#10). As can be seen, 1620CCA 
changes very little throughout 
the cardiac cycle, in spite of 
the much greater changes in 
the LV basal dimension 
0410CCLV. Thus the annulus 
and the LV basal myocardium 
do not seem to be tightly 
coupled in the commissure-
commissure direction.  We 
next note that the changes in 
2218SLA and 0713SLLV also 
suggest a near-independence 
of the annulus and LV basal 
myocardium in the septal-
lateral direction, as well. 
 
We know that the basal LV myocardium is in direct continuity with the mitral annulus, but this 
attachment must be very complex for the mechanics of the basal LV and mitral annulus to be so nearly 
independent. At this point we take a closer look at the junction between the left atrium, mitral annulus, 
and left ventricle. Fortunately, we have an excellent histological preparation of this atrioventricular 
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region, Figure 16.2, adapted from the excellent text by Antunes M.J. Mitral Valve Repair 1989, Page18, 
Figure 2.5, Verlag R.S. Schulz. In this micrograph, what appears to be a collagen tether (blue stain, red 
arrow) links the left atrial muscular wall (LAW), the left ventricular myocardial wall (LVW), and the 
posterior mitral leaflet (PL). A specialized basal myocardial region (red star, rough reddish surface) 
appears to provide a possible tendon-like attachment of this collagen tether to the basal LVW. 
 
Many markers would be needed to fully describe the 
mechanics of this complex junctional region, but we 
have two markers (#18, #13, Figure 16.2) in good 
position to allow us to approximate these mechanics in 
the septal-lateral direction (we will discuss 13’ later in 
this chapter). In the following analysis, we refer to the 
mitral annular “saddlehorn” as the location of marker 
#22, and compare the actual saddlehorn-lateral annular 
dimension (2218SLA) with the saddlehorn-lateral LV 
dimension (2213SHLV, Figure 16.1). If we assume the 
3D displacement of marker #13 to be a reasonable 
surrogate for the LVW basal region marked by the red 
star in Figure 16.2, the distance 2213SLLV-2218SLA 
allows discussion of a hypothesized mechanism in 
terms of the variable stretch of a nonlinear collagen 
spring tether (red arrow) between #18 and the red star 
LVW region throughout the cardiac cycle. 
 
Figure 16.3 displays the saddlehorn-lateral left 
ventricular dimension (D2213) as the fluctuation of the 
top of the black floating bar graph, the saddlehorn-
lateral mitral annular dimension (D2218) as the 
fluctuation of the bottom of the black floating bar 
graph, the putative tether spring length (D2213-D2218) 
in green; and left ventricular pressure in red. D2213 
(black floating bar graph top) behaves as expected, with 
a gradual reduction in this dimension as the LV empties 
during ventricular systole and a two-stage increase as 
the LV experiences E-wave and A-wave filling. D2218 
(bar graph bottom) also behaves as expected, with a 
low fairly steady value during systole, followed by an 
increase at mitral valve opening, followed by a diastolic 
bounce between E-wave and A-wave filling, then a pre- and early-systolic reduction at mitral valve 
closure. 
 
Although these are expected behaviors, they reflect a complex interaction between several time-
dependent forces. Below, we postulate one way this interaction might play out: 
 

• During EJECTION, the LV dimension (D2213) is continuously reduced as the stiff contracting 
myocardium contracts and blood flows out of the left ventricular chamber.  During this period, 
the lateral mitral annulus continues to be pulled inward by left ventricular pressure acting on 
the ventricular surface of the posterior leaflets that are concave to the LV, an inward pull that is 

 
Figure 16.2 Histological preparation of 
the atrioventricular junction showing a 
tendon-like structure (red arrow) linking 
the posterior mitral valve leaflet (PL), the 
left atrial wall (LAW), and ventricular wall 
(LVW). A specialized region (red star) may 
provide a tendon-like attachment to the 
basal LVW. Adapted from Antunes M.J. 
Mitral Valve Repair 1989, Page18, Figure 
2.5, Verlag R.S. Schulz  
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limited in part by the interaction between the posterior leaflet pressing against the fixed, nearly 
rigid anterior leaflet and tension in the tether spring. As a result, the tether spring (green curve, 
Figure 16.3), maximally stretched at the onset of systole, is continuously shortening back toward 
its minimum length. 

• During ISOVOLUMIC RELAXATION, D2213 holds rather steady, as the LV myocardial contraction 
and stiffness begin to wane, but D2218 begins to rise as LVP falls and the left ventricular 
pressure against the concave posterior leaflet wanes. This increase in D2218 is aided by residual 
tension in the tether spring. Depending on the interplay between the LVP and tether spring 
forces, in some hearts D2218 increases throughout IVR, in others, the D2218 increase is more 
sudden as LVP approaches its opening value. With increasing D2218, the posterior leaflet hinge 
region pulls away from the fixed anterior leaflet, flattening the posterior leaflet, although the 
anterior and posterior leaflets edges are still in contact and the valve hasn’t opened yet. 

• At MITRAL VALVE OPENING, left ventricular pressure falls to or below left atrial pressure, the 
anterior and posterior leaflets are forced open by this pressure gradient, and blood begins to 
flow rapidly from the left atrium into the left ventricle. This flow (along with some residual 
papillary muscle tension) forces both the anterior and posterior leaflets outward and, on the 
posterior leaflet, this force pushes the mitral annular hinge #18 region further away from the 
saddlehorn (#22), a push that is supplemented by a complimentary pull on the #18 region by the 
residual stretch in the LV tether spring which is immobile at this time on its ventricular 
myocardial end. Thus, just at the time of peak LV inflow, the mitral annulus is pushed (by the 
posterior leaflet) and pulled (by the tether spring) into its most widely open configuration, 
which has the desirable effect of allowing maximum inflow area for rapid early filling. 

• IMMEDIATELY AFTER MITRAL VALVE OPENING, the tether spring is shortest and storing the least 
energy, which allows the now relatively-flaccid LV myocardium basal region to begin to expand 
without having to overcome significant tether spring force. 

• During E-WAVE FILLING INCREASE, D2213 and D2218 both increase rapidly, thus the tether 
spring is stretched, but not maximally. This spring force, however, acts through the D2213 
increase resulting from LV volume increase, and this force, along with the force resulting from 
the flow against the anterior face of the posterior leaflet continues to push the annulus open 
even more widely. 

• During E-WAVE FILLING DECREASE, D2213 continues to increase, driven outward by the filling-
driven LV volume increase which would tend to drag the mitral annulus outward via tension in 
the tether spring, but there isn’t much tension in this spring because collagen is very compliant 
at low stretch. The waning LV inflow, however, exerts less outward force on the open posterior 
leaflets, thus this drop in outward force, coupled with the weak tether outward-directed force, 
allows the lateral mitral annulus to move slightly back toward the saddlehorn (#22). 

• During A-WAVE FILLING INCREASE, the left atrial muscle has just been excited as reflected in the 
ECG p-wave and begins contracting, which tends to pull the lateral annulus toward the 
saddlehorn (#22). But this inward-directed force is offset by the outward directed force of the A-
wave flow against the atrial side of the posterior leaflets. The tether spring is still not fully 
stretched, but its LV myocardial end is continuing to move away from the saddlehorn (#22), 
driven by LV filling, thus it also contributes to the small outward movement of the annulus and 
the annulus enlarges slightly. 

• During E-WAVE FILLING DECREASE, the left atrial muscle is still actively contracting, which acts 
to pull the annulus toward the saddlehorn (#22). Further, the decrease in E-wave flow decreases 
the force on the atrial side of the open posterior leaflets, diminishing the outward force on the 
annulus. The atrial contraction thus overcomes this flow force and the annulus begins to 
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contract. The LV myocardial position, however, is now nearly constant (LV diastasis), thus 
annular contraction abruptly begins a rapid increase in the length of the tether spring, but this 
outward-directed spring force is no match for the contracting atrial muscle and the annulus 
continues to contract. Another possible annular contractile mechanism relates to the swinging 
toward closure of the posterior leaflets at this time, associated with LV flow patterns, with this 
ensuing leaflet rotation moving the junction (marker #18) closer to the saddlehorn (#22). 

• At LEFT VENTRICULAR PRESSURE ONSET, the atrial muscle is still contracting which continues to 
force the annulus toward contraction. A small regurgitant flow from LV to LA as LVP rises also 
drives the leaflets rapidly toward closure. This backflow force, acting on the ventricular side of 
the posterior leaflets, acts to further contract the annulus, even though the valve isn’t yet 
closed. Opposing this is the tether force acting to pull the annulus open toward its LV myocardial 
end that is fixed in position. But this tether force is insufficient to overcome the backflow force 
on the posterior leaflet coupled with atrial muscle contraction, thus the annulus continues to 
contract. 

• At MITRAL VALVE CLOSURE, the atrial muscle is still contracting. The backflow force against the 
posterior leaflet is now replaced by a much greater force due to the greatly increased LVP acting 
on the ventricular side of the posterior leaflet. The tether spring is maximally stretched, but its 
pull toward opening is no match for atrial contraction combined with the LVP force against the 
posterior leaflet, thus the mitral annulus continues to contract. 

• At END ISOVOLUMIC CONTRACTION, the atrial muscle is still contracting. Full systolic LVP now 
acts on the ventricular side of the posterior leaflets. Although the tether spring is maximally 
stretched, its tendency to pull the annulus open is overwhelmed by the atrial muscle contraction 
and, even more importantly, the larger LVP forces on the ventricular surface of the posterior 
leaflets that maintain the annulus at near-minimum size. 

• At EJECTION ONSET, the atrial muscle continues to contract and LVP continues to drive the 
posterior leaflets toward closure, thereby maintaining near-minimum annular size. Although the 
tether spring is still maximally stretched, it still cannot drive the annulus outward. The potential 
energy stored in the tether spring may be employed to aid ejection and the cycle just described 
is repeated in the next beat, 100,000 times per day. 

 
The length of the postulated tether spring from the LV base (Marker #13) to the posterior leaflet hinge 
(Marker #18) for hearts H1-H6 is indirectly characterized in Figure 16.3, as it is expressed as the 
difference D2213-D2218, where Marker #13 is considerably below the  mitral annular plane in these 
hearts. Fortunately, an additional cohort of six hearts (F3, F4, F5, F7, F8, F9, see Appendix F), with similar 
markers, was available for analysis, with Marker #13 placed considerably closer to the mitral annular 
plane (nearly at the red star in Figure 16.2). The PowerPoint animations in Appendix F demonstrate the 
3-D location of Marker #13 relative to the mitral annulus throughout the cardiac cycle. As a result, the 
tether length can be more directly estimated in these hearts simply from D1318 or D1326, whichever 
marker pair exhibits the least minimum dimension. This result is shown in Figure 16.4, which looks very 
similar to Figure 16.3. Thus, the indirect and semi-direct estimates of tether behavior appear to agree. 
 
Two hearts in the F-series, F10 and F11 (see Appendix F animations), however, had particularly 
interesting Marker #13 locations, as it turned out that this marker had been placed in the junctional ring 
tissue surrounding the mitral annulus (roughly at site 13’ in Figure 16.2). As can be seen in Figure 16.5, 
with this location of Marker #13, D2213’ increases during systole and decreases during diastole, in 
concert with left atrial emptying and filling, just the opposite of D2213 that decreases during systole and 
increases during diastole, in concert with left ventricular emptying and filling. As a result, an additional 
potential tether is revealed, connecting the fibrous skeleton and the posterior leaflet hinge, as 
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Figure 16.6 Schematic illustrating two putative elastic 
tethers (S1, S2) from the LV myocardium (LV, #13) and 
fibrous skeleton (#13*) to the posterior leaflet hinge 
(#18, 26). Saddlehorn marker #22; Fa= atrial hoop 
fiber force; LVP=left ventricular pressure. 

schematically illustrated as spring S2 in Figure 16.6. This tether operates in opposite fashion (stretching 
during ventricular systole, shortening during ventricular diastole as shown in Figure 16.5) from the LV-
posterior leaflet tether S1 (shortening during ventricular 
systole, stretching during ventricular diastole as shown in 
Figure 16.4), although both stay in tension throughout the 
cardiac cycle. This additional S2 tether can presumably act 
to help restrain the posterior leaflet hinge from moving 
too far inward during ventricular systole, as the leaflet is 
driven inward by the force of LVP on its concave 
ventricular surface. 
 
The junctional region shown in Figures 16.2 and 16.6 is 
quite complex. The tissue labeled “Junctional Ring” in 
Figure 16.6 was once thought to consist of a fibrous 
skeleton surrounding the mitral valve, but detailed 
histological studies of human hearts by Angelini, et al.1 showed that, although this was sometimes seen, 
it was the exception, with most hearts displaying a mixture of segments in which the left atrium, left 
ventricle, and posterior leaflets were inserted into a cord or simply met. Figures 1 and 3 of Angelini, et 
al.1 are particularly helpful in illustrating this point. While the “Junctional Ring” tissue in Figure 16.6 
must have some fibrous tissue capable of supporting forces associated with LA, LV, and leaflet dynamics, 
there is also a considerable amount of adipose tissue in this region; a region that must exhibit high 
electrical impedance such that atrial excitation does not break through to directly excite the LV basal 
myocardium with each beat. 
 
We will have more to say regarding the balance of forces acting on the posterior leaflet hinge regions in 
Chapter 19 when we discuss the chordal attachments from the papillary muscles to the posterior leaflet 
hinges. 
 
Interestingly, the LVP forces on the LV side of the posterior leaflets (arrows, Figure 16.6) are fully 
capable of creating and maintaining the reduced annular dimensions throughout ventricular systole, as 
demonstrated by Swanson et al.2 who showed, via LV pacing, that such annular dimension reductions 
still occur and are maintained throughout left ventricular systolic beats not preceded by p-waves.  
  

                                                            
1  Angelini A, Ho SY, Anderson RH, Davies MJ, Becker AE. A histological study of the atrioventricular junction in 
hearts with normal and prolapsed leaflets of the mitral valve. Br Heart J. 1988;59:712-716 
2  Swanson JC, Krishnamurthy G, Kvitting JP, Miller DC, Ingels NB, Jr. Electromechanical coupling between the atria 
and mitral valve. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol. 2011;300:H1267-1273 
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Figure 16.3 Saddlehorn-Lateral mitral annular dimension (D2218, bottom of black bars), Saddlehorn-
Lateral left ventricular dimension (D2213, top of black bars), estimated collagen tether length (D2213-
D2218, green), and left ventricular pressure (LVP, mmHg, red) for hearts H1-H6. Magenta bulls-eyes 
on the LVP curve indicate the times of mitral valve opening and closing. 
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Figure 16.4 Directly measured LV-“hinge spring lengths” for F3, F4, F5, F7, F8, F9. LVP=left ventricular 
pressure (mmHg). D2213=distance (mm) from saddlehorn marker (#22) to lateral LV subepicardial 
marker (#13). D2218, D2226=distance (mm) from saddlehorn marker (#22) to lateral mitral annular 
markers (#18 or #22). D1318, D1326 (“hinge spring length”)=distance (mm) from lateral LV 
subepicardial marker (#13) to lateral mitral annular markers (#18 or #26). Valve opening and closing 
frames identified by filled LVP symbols. 
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Figure 16.5 Directly measured LV-“fibrous-skeleton spring lengths” for F10 and F11. LVP=left ventricular 
pressure (mmHg). D2213=distance (mm) from saddlehorn marker (#22) to lateral fibrous skeleton marker 
(#13). D2218, D2226=distance (mm) from saddlehorn marker (#22) to lateral mitral annular markers (#18 or 
#22). D1318, D1326 (“hinge spring length”)=distance (mm) from lateral fibrous skeleton marker (#13) to 
lateral mitral annular markers (#18 or #26). Valve opening and closing frames identified by filled LVP 
symbols. 
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